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Interference competition and invasion: spatial structure, novel weapons and resistance zones

Certain invasive plants may rely on interference mechanisms (e.g., allelopathy) to gain competitive superiority over
native species. But expending resources on interference presumably exacts a cost in another life-history trait, so that
the significance of interference competition for invasion ecology remains uncertain. We model ecological invasion
when combined effects of preemptive and interference competition govern interactions at the neighborhood scale. We
consider three cases. Under "novel weapons" only the initially rare invader exercises interference. For "resistance
zones" only the resident species interferes, and finally we take both species as interference competitors. Interference
increases the other species’ mortality, opening space for colonization. However, a species exercising greater interfer-
ence has reduced propagation, which can hinder its colonization of open sites. We analyze invasibility criteria of both
a mean-field (homogenous mixing) and a pair approximation, and apply these results to interpret simulations of the
full spatial model.

Interference never enhances a rare invader’s growth in the homogeneous mixing approximation to our model. But
interference can significantly increase an invader’s competitiveness, and its growth when rare, if interactions are struc-
tured spatially. That is, interference can increase an invader’s success when colonization of open sites depends on
local, rather than global, species densities. In contrast, interference enhances the common, resident species’ resistance
to invasion independently of spatial structure, unless the propagation-cost is too great. The particular combination of
propagation and interference producing the strongest biotic resistance in a resident species depends on the shape of
the tradeoff between the two traits. Increases in background mortality (i.e., mortality not due to interference) always
reduces the effectiveness of interference competition.


